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Enjoy the sounds of life
without the damaging noise

Sound is all around us. While some sounds
can be enjoyable and help us experience
wonderful moments, there are others that
can be problematic and even damaging.
Situations like working in the garden or
travelling on an airplane can produce
sound levels above what is safe (80-85 dB).
These sounds will often blend in with your
surroundings and 'numb' your hearing without
you realising; doing damage over time.

* World Health Organisation (2020, March Deafness and hearing loss: Key facts. Retrieved from
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/deafness-and-hearing-loss

AudioNova™ protective earplugs
with noise filters for every situation

Other common occurrences such as exposure
to loud music and heavy machinery pose even
greater risks and can do damage in minutes
– sometimes even instantly. Fortunately,
AudioNova by Connect Hearing has a range
of custom solutions for all situations.*
Hearing is believing!

Loud, louder, loudest,
damaging noise levels

Don’t mute the world,
simply filter the sound

How loud is too loud? Common sounds can
be damaging – especially when exposure is
extensive. The chart below pairs volume levels
with the duration in which hearing damage
can start to occur.

Unlike your eyes, your ears cannot shut themselves
for protection against anything damaging. This is
why it's important to understand what can damage
your hearing and how you can protect it.

Gunshots
140 dB
Immediately

Chainsaws
105 dB
within 5 minutes

Different situations naturally require different solutions. That is
why AudioNova has developed filters for different applications,
and it is also why we offer custom, as well as all-purpose
earplugs in standard sizes for your protection.

Concert / Festival
100 dB
within 15 minutes

Motorcycle
95 dB
within 50 minutes

Loud restaurants
90 dB
within 2 hours

Passenger cabin
80 dB

Source: decibel scale (www.cdc.gov)

AudioNova is designed around advanced filter technology.
These filters let you limit and even remove sound which may
be damaging to your ears – without sacrificing things like
conversation and situational awareness.
It is important to understand that AudioNova earplugs do not
completely block out sound, which may lead to feelings of
isolation. Instead, they refine sound through attenuation –
a method for limiting and filtering sound.
While standard resistive filters only attenuate high frequencies,
mesh and membrane filters attenuate both high and low
frequencies. This gives you a natural experience while being
protected.

Active sports players face different challenges than those in
construction, who spend long hours around heavy machinery.
Garden work, riding a motorbike, dining out at a noisy
restaurant, sleeping next to someone who snores and even
swimming all present their own challenges.
So whether you’re listening to music all day at an outdoor
festival, or attending a motor rally, AudioNova has advanced
hearing protection designed to fit your lifestyle.

Try it for yourself.
Hearing is believing.

Sleep deeper
than you've ever dreamed

Enjoy a good night's rest, with
AudioNova™ SleepTight Pro.

Many people struggle to sleep in noisy places - some are kept
awake by street noise, cars, bin collections and neighbours.
Shift workers may find that they need to rest during the day,
when everyone else is awake; while those on business may
frequently find themselves in unfamiliar hotels, surrounded by
the sounds of lifts, revellers, kitchens and more.
You may know someone who snores, but did you know
that even a moderate snorer can hit 50-60dB? To put that in
perspective, a car horn is around 90dB (and yes, many severe
snorers can reach 90dB as well!).
AudioNova SleepTight Pro earplugs reduce a host of intrusive
noises and their extra soft silicone material compresses when
you lay down on your pillow for extra comfortability.

AudioNova SleepTight Pro
These custom mini silicone
earplugs are sculpted for an
individual fit.

AudioNova SleepTight
These earplugs come in three
standard sizes.

Put travel
noise to flight

AudioNova™ InFlight Pro earplugs filter background
noise so you can enjoy greater comfort, both at the
airport and while in-flight.
AudioNova InFlight Pro
AudioNova InFlight Pro earplugs are specifically designed for
peace and comfort while flying. They can be worn all day – at
the gate, in the airport lounge and on-board, helping to reduce
background noise from the engine, other passengers,
multimedia devices and more.
The special filter membranes also slow cabin pressure changes
between take-off and landing, helping you find calm before
takeoff and providing you with a peaceful and comfortable
time on-board.
AudioNova InFlight Pro are not electronic, so can be used
any time while on-board.

Custom earplugs with a blue
filter; individually sculpted for
a perfect fit and optimal
hearing protection. Available
in two materials (Silicone and
Acrylic) and two size options
(Full Concha and Mini).

AudioNova InFlight
These protective earplugs come
in three standard sizes, with a
white filter.

Keep background noise
where it belongs

Whether you’re working at home or in the office,
there are certain situations where noise can
be difficult to bear. AudioNova™ Focus Pro are
comfortable for all day wear, helping to improve
concentration and reduce stress.
AudioNova Focus Pro is a comfortable and discreet solution for
reducing background noise in everyday life.
At the office, noise from air conditioning units, computer fans
or work colleagues can make focusing difficult. For those at
home, the sounds of children playing may also be distracting.
AudioNova Focus Pro is designed to reduce all these sounds
to an acceptable, less-intrusive level. It fades them into the
background without limiting conversations, so you don’t feel
isolated. The comfortable fit is designed to be worn all day
without causing irritation.

AudioNova Focus Pro
Custom mini silicone earplugs
with a clear filter; individually
sculpted for a perfect fit and
optimal hearing protection.

No damage from the speakers just music to your ears

Enjoy your favourite music safely. Sound systems
at festivals, clubs, bars, parties and nightclubs often
exceed healthy limits. This can induce tinnitus,
hyperacusis and even long-term hearing loss.
AudioNova™ Music Pro is designed for concert goers and
music enthusiasts. It is a discrete hearing protector designed
specifically for situations where you’ll listen to loud music for
several hours – or even all day.
The key is an acoustic mesh and membrane filter, which
attenuates (or reduces) sound at both low and high frequencies
evenly – so you hear music as it was meant to be heard, at a
safe level.

AudioNova Music Pro
Custom mini earplugs individually
sculpted for a perfect fit and
optimal hearing protection.
Available in two materials
(Silicone and Acrylic) with a
linear attenuation filter in three
strengths: white (low), platinum
(medium) and gold (high).

AudioNova Music
AudioNova Music Pro earplugs provide full frequency filtered
audio that is safe and enjoyable for up to eight hours – for
music as loud as 102 dB.

These protective earplugs come
in three standard sizes, with a
green filter.

Hearing protection for those
active around the home

Gardening equipment, home improvement tools
and vehicle repairs can produce deceptively high
levels of sound for DIYers and those working in the
garden or around the house.
A host of household tools can create excessive sound levels
– including hedgecutters, lawn mowers, leaf blowers, electric
hammers, chainsaws, grinders, drills, sanders and power saws.
Results can include a ringing in the ears or head (tinnitus) and
even permanent damage.
AudioNova™ Active Pro earplugs are perfect personal
protection equipment for noisy work. They filter damaging
sound levels (between 80-100dB) and are comfortable to wear
for hours at a time (safe for eight hours of continuous use).
They also provide natural ventilation for your ears.
For the DIY crowd and those who enjoy spending time in
the garden, they can also be combined with earmuffs, where
double protection is required.

AudioNova Active Pro
These custom earplugs are
individually sculpted for a
perfect fit and optimal hearing
protection. They are available
in two materials (Silicone and
Acrylic), two sizes (Full Concha
and Mini) and with three
filter strength options: yellow
(medium), orange (high) and red
(very high).

AudioNova Active
These protective earplugs come
in three standard sizes; all with a
yellow (medium) filter.

Live life full throttle
with less noise exposure

The sounds of roaring motors have been linked to
symptoms of hearing loss. If you’re driving a motorbike, attending motorsport events, or even piloting
loud boats, AudioNova™ Drive Pro can help.
AudioNova Drive Pro
Motorsport events and road rallies can be notoriously loud.
Even engine tuning, go-cart races and outdoor events featuring
jet flyovers can reach critical levels.
AudioNova Drive Pro earplugs reduce engine noise to safe
levels and are specially designed for motorcyclists. Noise levels
in a helmet can reach 95-105dB at just 100km/hour. This vastly
exceeds safe levels, meaning your hearing could be at risk
within 15 minutes.

These custom mini silicone
earplugs are individually
sculpted for a perfect fit and
optimal hearing protection.
They come in two filter
strengths: yellow (medium)
and orange (high).

AudioNova Drive
Both helmet-generated noise, wind and air turbulence are
reduced, while still allowing speech from intercoms. The
earplugs are also comfortable to wear all day.

These protective earplugs come
in three standard sizes with an
orange filter.

Protect your
hearing long range

If you're a hunter, sports shooter, or enjoy spending
time at the shooting range, your hearing can
be impacted instantly. AudioNova™ Hunting Pro
earplugs provide optimal hearing protection for
your ears.
Gun shots produce a peak pressure level of sound which can
be damaging in many ways. AudioNova Hunting Pro earplugs
feature patented technology which was developed for military
use – and is still in use by some soldiers around the world.
The key is a filter which differentiates between sound levels.
This allows surrounding sounds to be heard – such as leaves
rustling or twigs breaking – which is crucial when hunting
and for situational awareness; but as soon as you fire, you can
rest easy knowing your ears are protected from peak sound
pressure.
AudioNova Hunting Pro earplugs are comfortable to wear and
ideal for all-day use. The mini model even fits beneath earmuffs

AudioNova Hunting Pro
Custom earplugs with a patented
filter which protects against
impulse noise; individually
sculpted for a perfect fit and
optimal hearing protection.
They come in two materials
(Silicone and Acrylic) and two
sizes (Full Concha and Mini).

Let the sound waves in
and keep the water waves out

Protect your ears without sacrificing situational
awareness in the water – both at the beach and
in the pool.

If you spend a lot of time in pools, poor hygiene can lead to
infection – a condition commonly known as ‘Swimmer’s Ear.’
For those who spend time in the water outdoors, the elements
can be damaging. Cold water and wind can cause ear problems
and over time, you may experience nagging symptoms known
as ‘Surfer’s Ear.’
AudioNova™ Swim protective earplugs prevent water from
entering, while keeping the ear ventilated at all times. Better
still, unlike other brands, the AudioNova AAR5 filter does not
block sound – preserving situational awareness.
Best of all, AudioNova Swim earplugs are sculpted for a
comfortable fit and can float in the water.

AudioNova Swim Pro
These custom silicone
earplugs are sculpted for
an individual fit.

AudioNova Swim
Featuring our special azure filter,
these protective earplugs come
in three standard sizes.

